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“Hissez Haut” is a sea-themed show that combines aerial and fire circus performances… The story of 

an overseas journey aboard a sailing boat: an adventure strewn with storms, lulls, inflamed 

evenings and many other maritime adventures told by our sailors. 

PRESENTATION 
The characters: a crew composed of a captain and 3 to 6 

seamen. Dressed with sailor costumes, these characters 

will stage this overseas adventure…  

The show is offered in 4 to 7 artists versions, as a visual 

fresco telling this adventure: 

* The boarding of the sailing boat via the footbridge: loading of the boat, preparation for the trip… 
with an optional tightrope act on the footbridge during the boarding 

* Cast off and weigh anchor: solo aerial anchor act 

* The installation of the riggings for the sailing: aerial rope act 

* The sailing goes on, the seamen are busy on the deck: aerial net act 

* The storm: wind in the sail and flapping riggings: a series of acrobatics and stunts on the riggings 
(only in v7) 

* The lull: the sailors calm down, the accordionist starts playing (v7), a singer accompanies him    

* The evening: nightfall with the lighting of the storm lights: rum bottles are flowing, the sailors take 
the cards out and play with fire (fire dancers, fire breather/jugglers) 

* The sunrise: the look-out discovers the dawn, the sailors speed up, the sail is fixed up 

* The sailing starts again: sails are hoisted: aerial silk synchronised duo on the sails 

* The discovery of the ground and the docking: the anchor is dropped: double trapeze act on the 
anchor (v7) accompanied by fireworks that bring this journey to a close… 
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   OPTIONS 
 

This show is available in several versions: 

 4 artists version (40 à 50 min) 

 7 artists version (1h10 à 1h20)  

 Option: tightrope act during the boarding 

 

 Option: reception by our sailors (20mn to 1h of strolling the  

beginning of the show): stilt walkers, jugglers, … 

 

 

 

 

Discover the presentation video on YouTube: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

v4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhTTgH6ef_M&t=24s 

v7: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iqfJi92RgfA  
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TECHNIQUE 

Stage area and technical constraints  
 

Necessary height at the level of the scene: 8m  

Floor area: version 4: 10m x 8m 

version 7: 20m x 10m 

 

Sound and lighting 

 

Music: soundtrack supplied on USB key or 

tablet computer. Supply a sound system 

suitable for the audience and venue. 

Lighting:  

This show deserves to be played by night, but 

the lighting is a little complex (cf. technical 

sheet). 

 
 

Provide for at least 2h of installation with the light technician and 1h of rehearsal if you handle 

the lighting system.  

If desired, the artists can come with their own sound/lighting system and a light technician. 

 

Installation time 

Depending on the chosen version, provide for a 

half-day or a day of installation + 2h of rehearsal 

with the lighting technician + 1h for the artists’ 

preparation (costumes/makeup). 

 

 

AUDIENCE 

This 100% visual show suits too all audiences. 
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The artists - EKLABUL 

The artists are part of Eklabul’s company, the specialist of circus and magic on the French Riviera. 

 

 

Indeed Eklabul is: 

 a circus and magic shop 

 the entertainment and organisation of events 

 an artists company offering all kinds of artistic performances 

 the creation and production of show integrating circus and magic 

 a rehearsal venue for artists and circus classes 

 the reception of birthdays and other private events 
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